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Abstract. In this paper we present the ᵀaOP	�s se-

mantic wiki system based on F-logic that we imple-

mented. The system uses the Flora-2 reasoning

engine and supports the dynamic creation of queries

in restricted Flora-2 syntax. We show how we

were able to apply a simple tagging system in order

to support the creation of an object oriented ontol-

ogy. In the end we give a comparison between other

semantic wiki systems and the developed system as

well as give guidelines for future research.
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1 Introduction

The semantic web is an extension of the cur-
rent (traditional) World Wide Web based primar-
ily on HTML1 that shall allow one to �nd, share,
and combine information more easily. It relies on
machine-readable information and metadata that
allows computer programs or agents to reason
about distributed knowledge.
Wiki systems on the other hand are systems that

allow virtually any user to create, modify and store
content. Every visitor of a wiki service on the Web
can change articles and information which he en-
counters, add new articles and/or information as
well as argue about the existing ones. An addi-
tional mechanism that is built into such systems
is the possibility to interconnect terms used in ar-
ticles. In other words, every term that is men-
tioned in one article of the system can be connected
with other articles which elaborate it further. This
mechanism allows easier search and explanation of
the unknown terms to its users [1].

1HyperText Markup Language

Semantic wiki systems are an extenension to wiki
systems that use concepts borowed from the seman-
tic web. In this way semantics or meaning is added
to knowledge created on the system through ad-
ditional metainformation which eases search, inte-
gration and reasoning [6]. Prominent semantic wiki
systems include SweetWiki [8], IkeWiki [3] and Se-
mantic Media Wiki [7] to name a few.
F-logic2 is a full-�edged logic that has model-

theoretic semantics and a sound and complete proof
theory. In this sense, F-logic stands in the same re-
lationship to the object-oriented paradigm as classi-
cal predicate calculus stands to relational program-
ming [2]. Flora-2 is a rule-based object-oriented
knowledge base system designed for a variety of au-
tomated tasks on the semantic web, ranging from
meta-data management to information integration
to intelligent agents. The Flora-2 system inte-
grates F-logic, HiLog, and Transaction Logic into
a coherent knowledge representation and inference
language which results in a �exible and natural
framework that combines rule-based and object-
oriented paradigms [10].
In this paper we introduce a semantic wiki sys-

tem based on F-logic and particularly implemented
using the Flora-2 reasoning engine. For the sake
of demonstration we restricted the syntax of F-logic
to allow basic querying and simple ontology devel-
opment. Exports to Flora-2 and OWL3 [9] on-
tologies were also implemented to support possible
development of intelligent agents. The system is
a subsystem of ᵀaOP	�s [11] that aims on becom-
ing an imlementation of an autopoeitic information
system [4] [1].

2Frame Logic
3Web Ontology Language



2 Introducing Object-Oriented

Concepts to Semantic Wikis

Most semantic wiki systems allow users to add se-
mantics to content published on the system through
di�erent metainformation. We decided to use a
simple tagging system to allow users to approach
content in an object-oriented manner. In order to
consider a domain of interest in an object-oriented
fashion one needs to be able to model speci�c con-
cepts like objects, classes (types, concepts), rela-
tions, attributes, methods, states etc. Thus we
provide the following conceptualization of seman-
tic wiki systems.
Let the whole content stored on the semantic wiki

system be a domain of interest D. Objects inside
this domain are speci�c wiki pages having their
classes, relations, attributes, methods etc. Any
wiki page on creation is a generic object that users
can specialize in order to re�ect the domain of in-
terest. Thus the domain is an extendable set of
objects as shown in equation 1.

D = {o1, o2, ..., on} (1)

To allow concretization of generic objects we in-
troduce attribute-value tags that re�ect speci�c
characteristics of objects inside a domain. Any ob-
ject can be thought of as a relation that consists of
a �nite number of attribute-value tuples, as shown
in equation 2.

oi = {(a1, v1), (a2, v2), ..., (am, vm)} (2)

We also introduce object's relations to be de�ned
as labeled outgoing links on any wiki page whether
to other wiki pages or to pages outside the seman-
tic wiki system. These relations are re�ected as
additional attribute-value pairs whereby the label
represents the attribute and the value the object
(page or URL)4 the relation links to.
Now we are able to introduce special attributes

labeled with common object-oriented program-
ming constructs like class, subClassOf, rule,
inherits etc. These attributes are used to pro-
vide additional semantics to the domain ontology.

4Uni�ed Resource Locator

3 Introducing F-logic

The alphabet of an F-logic language L consists of
the following [2]:

• a set of object constructors, F ;

• an in�nite set of variables, V;

• auxiliary symbols, such as, (, ), [, ],→,→→, •→,
•→→, ⇒, ⇒⇒, etc.; and

• usual logical connectives and quanti�ers, ∨, ∧,
¬, ←−, ∀, ∃.

Object constructors (the elements of F) play the
role of function symbols in F-logic whereby each
function symbol has an arity. The arity is a non-
negative integer that represents the number of ar-
guments the symbol can take. A constant is a sym-
bol with arity 0, and symbols with arity ≥ 1 are
used to construct larger terms out of simpler ones.
An id-term is a usual �rst-order term composed
of function symbols and variables, as in predicate
calculus. The set of all variable free or ground id-
terms is denoted by U(F) and is commonly known
as Herbrand Universe. Id-terms play the role of
logical object identities in F-logic which is a logical
abstraction of physical object identities.
A language in F-logic consists of a set of formulae

constructed out of alphabet symbols. As in a lot of
other logics, formulas are built out of simpler ones
by using the usual logical connectives and quanti-
�ers mentioned above. The most simple formulas
in F-logic are called F-molecules.
A molecule in F-logic is one of the following state-

ments:

• An is-a assertion of the form C ::D (C is a
nonstrict subclass of D) or of the form O :C
(O is a member of class C), where C, D and
O are id-terms;

• An object molecule of the form O [ a ';' sep-
arated list of method expressions ] where O is
a id-term that denotes and object. A method
expression can be either a non-inheritable data
expression, an inheritable data expression, or
a signature expression:

� Non-inheritable data expressions can be
in either of the following two forms:



∗ A non-inheritable scalar expression
ScalMethod@Q1, ..., Qk→T ,(k > 0).
∗ A non-inheritable set-valued expres-
sion
SetMethod@R1, ..., Rl→→{S1, ..., Sm}
(l,m > 0).

� Inheritable scalar and set-valued ex-
pression are equivalent to their non-
inheritable counterparts except that→ is
replaced with •→, and →→ with •→→.

� Signature expression can also take two
di�erent forms:

∗ A scalar signature expression
ScalMethod@V1, ..., Vn⇒(A1, ..., Ar),
(n, r > 0).

∗ A set valued signature expression
SetMethod@W1, ...,Ws⇒⇒(B1, ..., Bt)
(s, t > 0).

All methods' left hand sides (e. g. Qi, Ri, Vi and
Wi) denote arguments, whilst the right hand sides
(e. g. T, Si, Ai and Bi) denote method outputs.
Single-headed arrows (→, •→ and ⇒) denote scalar
methods and double-headed arrows (→→, •→→ and
⇒⇒) denote set-valued methods.

4 F-logic and Semantic Wikis

For a proof of concept application we restricted the
syntax of F-logic to support only non-inheritable
scalar expressions as well as is-a assertions but
this restriction should be easily extended to sup-
port the whole syntax of F-logic. We consider any
attribute-value pair from equation 2 to denote a
non-inheritable scalar method where the attribute
(ai) is the methods name that has no arguments
(k = 0) and values (vi) to be outputs.
Special attribute labels like class and

subClassOf are used to create is-a assertions.
For example a wiki page tagged with the attribute
class and value student is considered to be an
object that is a member of class student. If
the same object is additionally taged with the
attribute subClassOf and value person than
the class student is considered to be a nonstrict
subclass of class person. All other tags provided
on a wiki page are the special attributes of this
object, thus the object mentioned previously

if additionally tagged with tags like name:Foo,
surname:Bar, address:Linus Lane 27 would
yield the following sentence in a F-logic knowledge
base:

student :: person ∧
ox : student [

name → ′Foo′;
surname → ′Bar′;
address → ′Linus Lane 27′ ]

Where ox denotes the logical object-id of the
wiki page under consideration. Thus, in this proof
of concept application classes and class hierarchy
are created dynamically by tagging speci�c objects.
Future versions shall include inheritable scalar ex-
pressions that would allow users to specify tags
with attribute class and value class thus de�ning
classes as instances of class class (allowing meta-
modeling in this way). Set valued expressions can
be also easily implemented by allowing a user to
specify the same atrribute but di�erent values. In
the end signature expressions can be implemented
using web services and script extensions that act as
methods of a speci�c object.

5 Implementation and Syntax

We implemented a proof of concept object-oriented
semantic wiki into the ᵀaOP	�s system. The im-
plementation was made using Flora-2 , Python,
PostgreSQL and PHP. Flora-2 was used as the
reasoning engine that was interfaced with Post-
greSQL using the Python programming language
[5] in order to support dynamic creation of queries.
Python was also used to generate Flora-2 and
OWL ontologies due to it's strong support for string
processing. PHP acts mainly as a presentation
layer.
The following syntax for dynamic creation of

queries was introduced:

[query flora2_query. ]

{[header] header_formatting [/header]}

answer_formatting

[/query]



whereby flora2_query is a normal (restricted)
Flora-2 query with de�ned return variables,
header_formatting is the optional header
(possibly formatted using ᵀaOP	�s code), and
answer_formatting is a ᵀaOP	�s formatting that
can contain variables used in the Flora-2 query.
The answer_formatting is repeated for any
answer returned by the Flora-2 reasoning engine
by using the generated Flora-2 ontology of the
semantic wiki as a knowledge base.
For example a query like:

[query ?_:member[ name->?f_name ]. ]

Member's first name: [b]?f_name.[/b]

[/query]

Would yield a list similar to:

Member's �rst name: Markus
Member's �rst name: Mirko
Member's �rst name: Jurica

Presuming that the members of the semantic
wiki would have the corresponding �rst names.

6 Discussion

Whileas the idea of using semantic web concepts in
wiki systems isn't new, the idea of using an object-
oriented approach seems to be �rstly described in
this paper. Most other approaches used description
logics and particularly OWL as their background
logic [3], [7], [8] as well as annotations and tags
on particular content. The problem with such ap-
proaches lies mostly in ignoring the primary users
of wiki as well as tagging systems.
Wiki systems are used by ordinary people who

most certainly have no good understanding of se-
mantic technologies. They use wikis to quickly cre-
ate content in a collaborative environment. Tag-
ging systems are also used by ordinary people to
organize content they encounter for their selves in
order to easier retrieve content. The semantics
that emerge by combining tags of di�erent users are
more of a side e�ect than the main purpose. If users
are free to tag any content in the way they want
more metainformation and semantics will emerge
as when tagging is restricted to special types of
tags that can be used. This metainformation will

self-organize due to the autopoiesis of the social
system surrounding a dynamic web application like
a tagging or a wiki system [1].
In such a highly distributed and complex envi-

ronment it is highly likely that certain inconsisten-
cies will emerge. Tools for managing such inconsis-
tencies are subject to our future research.

7 Conclusion and Future Re-

search

By using a simple tagging system and a F-logic rea-
soning engine we were able to implement a proof of
concept collaborative tool for object-oriented ontol-
ogy development. This implementation trows new
light on the implementation of semantic wiki sys-
tems since most such systems use description log-
ics as their background logic. We argued how it is
possibe to apply object oriented programming con-
cepts to semantic wiki systems by de�ning a wiki
page to be a genetir object that is to be shaped
through user-de�ned tags. By adding additional se-
mantics to attribute-value tags we were able to im-
plement non-inheritable scalar expressions as well
as is-a assertions. We also showed how to imple-
ment other expressions from F-logic.
By using the Flora-2 reasoning engine as well

as the power of the Python programming language
we were able to implement a semantic wiki sys-
tem based on F-logic. The proof of concept ap-
plication supports export to Flora-2 and OWL
ontologies to facilitate posible agent technologies,
attribute-value tagging as well as dynamic queries.
Future development shall include full F-logic syn-
tax (without restrictions but Flora-2 modules),
an improoved querying mechanism as well as tools
for ontology amalgamation.
In the end we argued that current semantic wiki

system often ignore the power of simplicity of nor-
mal (non-semantic) wiki systems. Semantic wiki
systems should allow their users to do anything
they like, semantics will emerge due to the au-
topoiesis of the social system surrounding it. If
more metainformation is available and users are
free to use any tag they like there is a certain prob-
ability that inconsistencies will emerge. Tools to
manage such inconsistencies have to be developed
and this is the main aim of our future research.
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